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Many prospective papers are being written outlining e 

scenarios to the year 2000. Those very serious papers are useful 
for designing measures to be taken curre tly for achieving certain 
goals in the referred time horizon, we would like to advise the reader 
that the ideas which foDlow, despite the fact that they go back to 
a remote,'past, aim in the same direction. They do not, however, 
describe a future"scenario. They are an attempt to find the guiding 
thread in certain trends which are believed to be observed in the 
development of Caribbean social structures and they carry through 
to its ultimate implications the explicative proposal formulated. 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to a theory of Caribbean 
development. However, instead of stressing its inteinal relations, 
the paper focuses on its relations v^ith the metropolitan countries 
and in the same line of reflexion it points out its connection with 
Latin America. It deliberately offers a partial and schematic reading 
maliing the case for a working hypothesis (with implications for social 
policies). 

1. Access to rapital goods 
Proposing and demanding specific approaches for the study of 

the Caribbean countries involves a long series of working hypotheses 
v;hose codification has not been completed. The following premise is 
proposed as a starting point to address the issue of Caribbean develop-
ment; institutionalized communal solidarity in the Caribbean appears 
vdthin the framework of metropolitan states designed to prevent 
such development. That is, there is an initial contradiction between 
the articulation of the general will of the corporate Caribbean people 
and the state, and the history of the region is nothing more than the 
slow resolving of this contradiction. As an example of this under^ 
lying contradiction, it may be submitted that family in the region is 
a product of class struggle and not a constituent element of colonial 
societies. The State is prior to the family, the community and the nation. 
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The preceding paragraph naturally refers to the colonial State, 
which literally and legally possessed all of the Caribbean and all that 
the Caribbean contained. Capital and labour both belonged to the State, 
which exercised its rights at the outset through large commercial 
companies, and later through the colonial administration and army, aided 
by a plantocracy of larger or smaller magnitude. It should be noted that 
the presence of the metropolitan political powers was not a response to a 
call from the planters, but what prepare the stage for and made possible 
this entrepreneurial activity. The daily life of the planters and 
administrators formed the basis of the civil colonial [and anti-national) 
society. 

private ownership of the means of production was transferred to the 
plantocracy v/ithin this framework, and the productive process was 
organized whenever and wherever the colonial State was capable of 
guaranteeing militarily its monopoly over capital and labour resources. 
The metropolitan,commercial and financial bourgeoisie directed the 
production process because of and by means of its insertion into the 
colonialist State. 

AS a result the colonialized population - that is, the population 
of the colony minus the plantocracy and its employees - acceded to the 
means of production only insofar as it could vdthdraw from the prevailing 
system. This gave rise to what has been described as the counter-planta-
tion system and with it, the oppressed culture, This latter system was 
quite similar to peasant simple mercantile production, and departed from 
it by its unavoidable relation to the plantation system and the colonial 
culture which accompanied it. Counter-plantation and local oppressed 
culture constitute the core of Caribbean national society. 

One must therefore distinguish a type of civil society, which by •• 
virtue of colonization does not express itself in corresponding political 
institutions, and a type of State, which because of its colonialist nature 
is not rooted in a colonialized civil society. 

2. Social negotiation and social satisfaction 
It must be borne in mind cnce established colonial societies are 

being focused that class struggles could not be actualized and enacted 
in an overt way. It is suggested that potential class struggle was never 
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actual. In other words, the level of reality of what vas 
potential and virtual remained Bometimes so emlhryonic that 
it was not necessarily reflected in social processes and 
movements of empirical reference. Class struggles in a 
relatively large mountainous colony, held by a metropolitan 
country in deep crisis - Prance between 1780 and 1804 -
differed substantially from those which can be observed in 
a small island dominated by the British Empire at the height 
of its power. This is at the root of the difference between 
the early independence of Haiti and the situation of Montserrat 
which nowadays is deliberately choosing to remain a Crown 
Colony. The rationale of the current attachment of Montserrat 
to England or of Puerto Rico, Martinique, Guadeloupe sind the 
Netherlands Antilles to their respective metropolitan countries 
is the issue being dealt with in this paper. The attempt is to 
show that the accession to independence of the other islands 
continues to retain elements of the same rationale because of 
structural reasons unrelated to any loyalty to the colonial 
powers. It is being argued that allegiance to the metropolitan 
country can be considered as a social calculation similar to 
the pursuit of formal independence. 

The colonial State, once it has the power to implement 
its designs, establishes ipso-facto the parameters within which 
social relations can evolve. The ability to improve on living 
conditions and standards is then determined by the colonial 
State. It follows from there what has been described as a 
process of "creollzation", acculturation or ascendant social 
mobility. The creollzation process in the colonies operates 
to the extent that the development of the class struggle is 
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hindered and the scale of stratification legitimized. 

Population, living within these contexts have no other 
alternative than to leam the standards and principles of 
colonialism and attempt to attenuate the excesses of colonial 
exploitation within the normative frame of the colonial system 
itself* Given the rigid framework referred to, it is under-
standable that the different forms of social mobility which 
appear, remain incapable of affecting the colonial structures. 
In this context, emerge the exceedingly small middle classes 
of the colonial territories, and the peculiar scale of 
stratification which characterizes them. 

It must be stressed, in the first place, that this 
solution has not been arrived at without a prior step, that 
is, the materiallzatian of open class struggle under obvious 
conditions of inviability of that struggle. The suicidal 
struggles of the indigenous populations resulted in the 
large-scale genocides which eliminated the Amerindian settlers 
from the Caribbean islands. To eliminate any doubts on their nature 
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those struggles v/ere accompanied by collective suicides 
in the case of the Carib population and by frequent poisonings 
and infanticides among the enslaved population of African 
origin. 

In the second place, it should be noted immediately 
that the concept of class struggle in the colonial context is 
incorrect. The impossibility of negotiating an acceptable 
settlement which piedated processes of acculturation and 
upward social mobility indicates the prevalence of national 
struggles, i.e. struggles between nations, conquering and 
conquered. This extreme solution is subsequently replaced 
by a form of negotiation based on acknov/ledging, at least in 
principle, submission and defeat and which results in the 
so-called acculturation process. The inconspicuous 
development of national struggles underneath the overt 
processes of social mobility and integration into the colonial 
system, should be considered as the process of creation of the 
Caribbean nations, orpossibly of the Caribbean nation,- a 
national-building process. 

3. Races and social classes 
If it is quite easy in the Caribbean context for national 

liberation or struggles to be mistaken for class struggles by 
contemporary social sciences, there is no doubt that the same 
obtains with respect to the local population. In the region, 
distinct captive nations emerged and evolved within the 
colonizing State themselves - although notwithin the colonizing 
nations. This form of insertion and the necessary 
identification within and ii opposition to a larger v/hole 
constitute one of the basic aspects of the specificity of the 
Caribbean. This specificity is reflected net only in 
peculiar ideological structures, but in a geographical 
distribution of the Caribbean nation which in many aspects 
is similar to the phenomena characterizing the Jewish diaspora. 
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It follows that the perception of the class struggle 
in the Caribbean has certain measures that are sometimes 
irritating for those observing it from the outside and 
especially for Latin American revolutionaries. To us 
class struggle in nearly all cases i s f i r s t l y a c o j i f l i c t 
between locals and foreigners, that is, an anti-imperialist 
struggle. No attention is paid to the mediation of a 
dominant local class or to an alledged national bourgeoisie. 
Those terms are obviously not used in the vernaculars where 
opposition with respect to foreigners is expressed in an 
opposition between whites and blacks. 

This fact deserves an entire sociolinguistic study, 
still to be carried out. We are the blacks, and this includes, 
when reference is being made to local society, the poor 
European, who settled as woodcutter, pirate, indentured 
worker (36 months) and the mulatto, along v/ith their 
descendants. In the cases where international relations 
are being examined after centuries of common history, the 
term encompasses rich "whites" and "mulattos", whose lineages 
go back as far as any other group. Now in,the specific 
development of disturbances and protests, many accounts f-re 
settled and rich "whites" or "mulattos" may be identified 
with foreigners. 

The dominant colonial class, "the ^^rhite", was, at one 
level, the planter and the colonial administration which 
defined him«- Since very few Caribbean islands were under 
the domination of a single colonial pov/er - and I believe 
that only Barbados is in this situation - each nev/ conquest 
defined new planters, nev/ "foreigners", nev/ "whites". Those 
who possessed the nationality of the conquered power came to 
hold a subordinate position in the system of domination, with 
all that that obtains v/ith respect to the reformulation of 
their dealings with theanslaved population. Dominica and 
Saint Lucia exemplified this process during the second part 
of the eighteenth 
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centijrjr a,nd Trinidad the néneteenth., Jn th;is way scxnje Europeans be came 

if not exploited, at leagt subject to discrimination by the colonialist 

"foreigners",, the aoost recent ".whites", 

Thus there vas a regular, ̂ 'eneval of' the group of petty whites 

who Tery q-uickly, "upon being cut off frea^ their respective mother countries, 

began to mix racially and'to becoi^e. cjeolized, that is to adopt the local 

doi^inated culture. The national project of the-Mulatto A ; r i s t o c r a e y of Dominica 

in the nineteenth-, century, is-the begt example found in this respect. The 

current expressions "jrench; Creoles" in Trinidad and"''WLa,ttos" in 

Haiti aim in the game direction. Thepe per song ma,y be racially white, but, 

80 to gpeak, not nationally so, ..... 

0ne is Justified in'tffiñklng that the term white is used to mean, 

according to context, the planter, the colonialist or the foreigner. The 

term black always refers to us in all aur variety; worker, employee, peasant, 
Í •' 

racially black, white, poor,'yi;eŜ ,,•lalat .^lw^ys "natiye"., In-Trinidajd diiring 

and after the 1270 disturbances, tvo types of blacks were distinguished, the 

descendants of Africans and. the East Indians, It was as if, in a region 

from wiiieh the Amerindians had disappeared, the term black had come 

to be a synonym .of what is call eg ihdjügéna. and' -íaéstizo in Latin .America, 

Since the entire local population des-cended from immigrants, there were 

successiye layers of "natiyes",. ' In the Caribbean countries where blacks are in 

the minority, r, the former Spanish colonies r., the teíTS' "careóle" p4ays the 

same role. When speaking of creóle culture, local culture, is meant, . 

It thus appears that the shape of institutionalized'eommunai solidarity, 

Cciyil societyl in the Caribbean, for haying always been organized ii not in open 

opposition to, at least independentlt'f:^omtbeobJectÍTes of the colonial powers, 

was undergoing successiye. formulationg^ in its type .of social consensus or 

contrat social, while the metropolitan States further 
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developing their capitalistic structure. The captive civil societies 

did, it vould appear, inherit and absorb subordinated' infraordered groups 

of the oppressive system, which, whether they wished it or not, would 

gradually come to share certain national interests typical of the primary 

groups of the colonial society. The new «blacks», hew natives or creóles 

appear to have experienced gradually the hardships of colonialism, but not 

the harshness of enslavement, indentured labour and peonage. They obviously 

retained their class interests, which they set forth in the organization of 

the local political and. social system; that is, they would continue to 

defend their position within the institutions regulating daily life in the 

captive society. 

The creation of a local dominant class 

It will be recalled that England inaugurated the plantation system 

in the small islands. France participated in the colonial plunder, but its 

navy was able to conquer very few islands of small size. It is useful to 

point out, in order to provide an idea of the importance of smallness for 

a tropical territory, that that power preferred the island of Guadeloupe to 

Canada, which Voltaire scornfully called «quelques arpents de neige». In a 

word, since plantation production is predicated upon the possibility by the 

colonial power to ensure at the least possible cost, both the defense of the 

colonial territory and its internal order, the smaller the territory, the 

more productive it should turn out to be. At the end of the seventeenth 

century and especially during the eighteenth, wh le they were hindering the 

normal operation of the Spanish colonization formula, England ^ d France 

ceased to be interested in establishing colonies of settlement. The system 
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they organized in their exploitation colonies was maintained and reproduced 

with a minimum of participation by the local social groups. The degree of 

freedom of the social classes, including the dominant ones, was thus reduced 

to a minimum. 

It is self evident that the planters of the Caribbean could not 

control a colonial territory without the unrestricted support of a foreign 

power. The ratio of enslaved population to whites amounted to 20 to 1, in 

a well-developed plantation system (e.g. Saint Domingue). In turn, the 

enslaved population and subsequently the amancipated workers never fought 

against the planter class alone, but against the metropolitan navy, A 

colonial territory, was not capable of undertaking ajiy type of economic 

development without some metropolitan sponsorship. The market capital of 

and therefore any possibility of realizing a product was determined in and 

by the metropolitan countries. Food production and peasant multi-crop 

farming flourished in the nineteenth century, but it remained in^jossible to 

turn that production into money, much less into capital. It was decided in 

the metropolitan market which commodities would be exchanged againgst money 

and what terms of trade were in effect between exports and imports. In 

other words, as stated by an observer from Dominica, the population foud 

itself in need not of food, but of money. 

If by dominant class one means a class that is capable of designing 

the features of tomorrow's society and of organizing existing resources in 

order to satisfy the requirements of such a project, it follows that the 

Caribbean has never had a dominant class. It is suggested that its class 

structure should be considered as incomplete. It possesses only classes that 
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are dominated to various degrees. The planters were and are at the mercy 

of the metropolitan commercial bourgeoisie, the enslaved population and the 

emancipated workers who succeeded them, were and are at the mercy of the 

planters or more exactly of the oppressive machinery which allows the 

planters to exist. 

It will be noted that the proposal stated above, that the class 

structure of Caribbean society is incomplete, is similar to ideas derived 

from the theory of dependence. The difference is that this latter body of 

ideas assumes the existence of an actual or potential national State, which 

is not argued in this analysis. One is observing a colonial State, and it 

will later be proposed that the same situation obtains in the neo-colonial 

State. It is being suggested that the Caribbean dominant class - if it 

deserves this term - is a daily creation of the metropolitan country, 

without the sponsorship of which it would immedi tely cease to exist. The 

contradiction between the metropolitan countries and the colonies is always 

primary while the opposition between local dominant and dominated classes 

is secondary and subordinate to the former. The replacement of English 

planters by French ones in Dominica and in Saint Lucia is a case in point. 

We expressed the same idea when we repeatedly suggested that at the local 

level in the Caribbean, political struct\ires determine the economic fabric 

of the society and not the opposite. We believe that, although at a world 

level it may be maintained that economic structures determine political ones, 

no evidence can be found that their mode of operation in colonies and neo-

colonies is similar. The type of colonial (or neo-colonial) State defines 

the prevailing type of economy. 
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5. Geopolitics and use of the láboior force 

Tne economic exploitation of the Caribbean by the colonial 
powers did not stirvlve the eighteenth century. In the nineteenth, the 
land-owning aristocracy and the labour force both experienced 
poverty, although to different degrees. The planters did not complain 
of exploitation by the metropolitan covintries, bxit of being forgotten 
by an ungrateful mother country. Tne region possessed a single important 
resource for in^jerialist development, that is, its strategic position. 

It could not fall into a political vacuum similar to the economic 
vacuum which had characterized Latin America in the previous century. 

Until the struggle between imperialist powers were resolved, 
no country of the region obtained independence. The frequent military 

interventions in Haiti, its occupation during the early years of this 
century and the fact that it was kept under economic tutelage vintil 
the Second World War were merely moments in the cancellation of what 
had been obtained liy the Revolution of 1803. "i'he independence war of 
Cuba and the subsequent creation of a neo-colonialist State as a model of 

political organization, as well as the occupation of the Dominican 
Republic and the phenomena which followed it aimed in the same direction. 
I woiild venture to propose that political independence appeared in the 
Caribbean after the Second World War. That of the Dominican Republic 
aborted, and two types of independence remained: that of revolutionary 
Cuba on the one hand, and that of the English speaking "Caribbean on 
the other. The first type broke with neo-colonialism by creating a soc-
ialist State with the massive support from the Soviet Union, and in 
the second, a type of independent State is still being negotiated 
with great difficulty - through the Fedreation, Carifta and now Caricom. 
From 1975 on, the other countries of the area followed the same path, 

still quite timidly, with the creation of the Caribbean Development and 

Co-operation Committee (CDCC;. 

E.T07 
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The geo-political role performed by the Cari'b'bean in the vorld map 
from the nineteenth century on was complemented by a passive role in economic 
areas. Besides sugar, the region did not produce many things: and even 
in that case, production had to be protected against the free play of market 
laws by subsidizing it and creating a guaranteed quota system. All this 
did not prevent a series of labour disturbances from spreading through the 

colonies or the need to support iron-fisted military dicta.torships in the 
neo-colonies. It was then and only then that the issues of political 
autonomy - self-government - and universal suffrage were raised. These 
measures along with the development policies which were implemented since 
the war - development understood as improvement in the standards of living -
made possible the. emergence of a middle class, a phenomenon which had not 
been observed in the Caribbean since the time of the freed men in the 
eighteenth centuiy. 

In the first half of the twentieth century, while the Caribbean 
share in the markets of products and raw materials was being reduced, its 
supply of labour froce on the international market was increasing, parrellel 
to the strengthening of the imperialist system through the development 
of transnational corporations. Labour migration began in the direction 
of the ephemeral growth poles of the Basin, It started with the contracting 
for the construction of the Panama Canal, the sugar and banana plantations 
of Cuba, Dominican Republic and Central America, and the oil fields of 
Venezuela and the Netherlands Antilles. Eemittances towards the countries 
of origin did not put an end to stagnation in the local economies nor did 
they prevent the labour disturbances referred to above. 

After the Second World War, local economic structures, experienced 
no outstanding changes. The development of toiirism and of mining favoured 
the progress of the transnationals which sponsored them, and the form of 
laboir participation in these activities did not vary from what was observed 
at the beginning of the century in Panama or Venezuela, The intra-Caribbean 

migration was replaced by a long range one, but this time considerable 
improvements were to be observed in the standards of living of the colonized 
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countries. 

In other words, there were both an increase in services made 
available to the population and an unprecedented out-migration in the 

post-war Caribbean colonies. The large cities of the north Atlnatic 
were (and are) all besieged by social security. Forty years 
after the war, the non-independent countries( with the exception of 
Montserrat).undeniably have the highest standards of living in the 
entire Caribbean. The Netherlands Antilles, Guadeloupe, Martinique, 
and Puerto Rico cannot be offered as models of economic organization, 
but indeed represent examples of high standards of living for the 
workers of the neighbouring islands. 

Migration before and after the Second World War tended to 
produce an equalization in the standards of living, although not 
necessarily in the wages of the workers. It is not clear that payment 
of the work force employed in the Caribbean before the war can be 
conceived of as a wage. The workers began to receive salaries when 
they migrated towards'the so-called growth poles. Their remittances 
were a first element of equalization in the standards of living, 
•ihey did not however appear sufficient to explain the progress 
observed, especially in view of the fact that this progress was more 
substantial in the non-independent countries, whose emigration process 
did not appear to be markedly different: 

Together with teh acceleration of the Canbbean diaspora the 

metropolitan countries - The United States, England, France and 
Holland, - made investments for the improvement of the standards of 
living in the-region. They -can be interpreted either .as a measure of 
containment of the migration flows, or as efforts at training the 
labour force heading towards the metropolitan countries; in either 
case, it appears to us that they may be considered as a price paid 
for the use of the strategic position of the territories referred to. 

The non—independent coimtries would be those which were most used 

for strategic purposes and which, therefore, would receive better 

payment. We are proposing that the difference between the standards 
of living in Barbados and Martinique, C\iragao and St. Kitts, Haiti 
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and Puerto Rico, is due less to a difference in indigenous economic structures 
than to the value of these territories in the world geo-politics. 

There is no doubt that some of the metropolitan countries noted 
above and especially Holland now lack vital strategic interests in the 
Caribbean, and would gladly repeat the British policy consisting of getting 
rid of a burden which for them had lost much of its usefulness. We will 
return to this last point. It should simply be noted here that Holland 
would definitely achieve this objective if it were not for the fierce 
opposition of the population involved. The latter, not perceiving any 
economic advantage in political independence, maintains that "it is just 
as colonialist an attitude to occupy a country against its will as it is 
to force it, against this same will, to achieve independence". The logic 
of international negotiations undertaken by the Caribbean is rooted in 
this fo2-m of opposition to the designs of the colonial powers. 

b. The terms of social negotiation 

Although the standards of living in the non-independent territories 
compare favourably to those of the other comtries of the Caribbean, they 
are still patently inferior to those of the dominated classes of the 
metropolitan comtries. From this emerges one of unexpected consequences 
of colonialism and neo-colonialism. In contrast to the integration into 
the labour market of the Evaropean migrants of the neneteenth century, the 
present absorption into this market of the colonized workers, far from 
destroying the national loyalties, inflames them. Not only do they recreate 
their "little homeland" and its far-reaching differences, on foreign soil, 
but they sustain the economic life of the island with their remittances and 

they enrich its peculiar culture with new productions. 

In the colonies and neo-colonies of the Caribbean, it is as if the 

perpetuation of the proximity to and of the difference from the metropolitan 
coimtry were two inseparable parameters in the negotiation of the value of 
those territories. The delivery to the colonies and neo-colonies of the 
services required by the population is obtained if a link is maintained with 
the metropolitan country, but if at the same time a distinction from the 
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metropolitans is duly entertained. What is negotiated with the 
metropolitan country is not political status or economic autonomy. 
The form and nature of the political and economic institutions may vary 
in the direction of greater or lesser self-determination. The 
essential point in dealing with the metropolitan country appears to be 
the guarantee of a growing standard of living and of respect for 
human freedom. This emphasis on the qüality of jj.fe instead of an 
emphassis on the nature of thé institutions regulating the society, 

wo\ild derive from the specificity of the class structure, which, as 
we are suggesting, lacks dominant groups monopolizing the social 
negotiation. The ideology and rhetoric of independence cannot 
overshadow the concrete problems of producing material life. The 
difference between the Caribbean and Latin American national liberation 
processes would be located at this level. 

The proposal above wo\ild explain why the problems of capitalism 
vs. socialism or communism, raised as an alternative economic and social 
development, does not manage to receive detailed consideration by 
Caribbean public opinion. The local economic apparatus, i.e. the size 
and level of development of the local productive forces, is too weak to 
recieve a treatment of the sort. Within the world economic system, the 

Caribbean cannot dream of an endogenous and self-sustained production. 
Its presence within in imperial system is unavoidable. Nevertheless, to 

the extent that that presence makes itself felt, the lack of assimilation 
into the system and the terms of the social negotiation are perpetuated. 
It will be noted that improvements in the standards of living of the 

workers who live in the Caribbean or in the metropolitan comtries 

are obtained in negotiations which nearly always involve the metropolitan 
state or its economic representatives. Naturally there are protests 
against local governments, such as in Curasao (19^9) or Trinidad (1970), 
"but when all is said and done improvements are obtained directly or 
indirectly from transnational corporations. 
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Since not all the countries. hogit transnational corporations 

^ d mineral resources of interest to these corporations, the difference 

in their negotiating power introduces certain nuances into the h^sic 

proposal. However, it continues to'be valid,since, vith the exception 

of Cuba, the standards of living a,re generally higher in countries ".which 

ach,;Léved "independence" since the Second World War, and aî ong those countries, 

they are still higher in those Vhich did not eig^ncipate thei^selves totally 

from the colonial systemi Jti any of the latter countries, the inequality in 

income distritiTition ' iŝ  several txnjes lower than in Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic, and the resources and seryiees available to the population 

considerably higher. 

In this century, the following types of Caribbean countries may be 

distinguisiied; 

al the neor-colonial coimtries, that is those who were "pccupied" 

by the United States at a recent date and which becamH/:"independent" before 

the Second World War ; these are prergreyoliationary Cuba, the JDcwinican 

Republic and Haitij 

b) the colonial countries, which, continue to be dependent ; Montserrat 

Puerto Rico, Guadeloupe, J^artinique and th.e Netherlands Antillesj 

cl the colonies which becaine"independent" after the Second World 

War, that is, the ccnmtries of the Caribbean Communityj and Suriname 

Cconcerning which our information is insufficient},, 

In the neo-colonie§ freed from occupation forces, Cuba, Haiti,and 

the DoBlinican Republic, the class structure is as incomplete as it is 

in the remaining countries. The Cuban popular army? in fact, did not 

defeat the dominant local class and its armyj "but North American imperialism 

itself, as the discourse Of the Revolution and postrreyolutionary higtory stiow. 
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Now, either because of the features of Spanish colonization, or the 

independent history of nineteenth-^century Ha,iti, in 

these countries creóle landed aristocraciep- h^ye. emerged, entertaining with 

the rest of the popula,tion social relations fa,irly siujj.laj' to thope ohseryed in 

the Latin American continent, Wegptiations with the outer world are monopolize 

"by those sectors, facilitating the creation "by the Uni.ted 5t^tes of civil and 

military bureaucracies which nursed etmong others, Trujillo, Ba,tista, and 

Magloire. The volunteers of the Hationa,l. Security or the Tonton Ma,eoute are a 

Haitia,n creation, but they di not differ from the armies mentioned aboye with 

respect to their soiirce of power, In the social negotiation established be-feweer 

these coiintries and the United States^ inyestments were in each country 

which did not succeed in subgtwti^liy iniproying the productive structure^ 

and the standards of living of the popula,tion. The military and ciyil bureaur-

cracies remained with the benefit^ of those inyestments and the 

popuJ.a,tion with its prover bial poyerty. 

In the colonial coimtries ¥hich are gtill dependent, where the armed 

forces continue to be a colonial army^onee self-government is 

achieved,the local bureaucracy is faced with the need to legitimize itp 

existence and establish a prudent distance between itself and the representative 

of the colonial power, It distributes religiously although not always 

rationally the pay. ent it receivesfor the use of the te;irritory's strategic 

position. The phenomena of corruption does not affect public funds directly and 

blatantly. In addition, in these coxintries,liberal democracy, individual 

freedoms and trade-union rights are espected and used a^ the ideological 

bases for those bureaucracies to accede to power. 
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It is a serious igistake to telieye that the populations 

living in those conditions do not appreciate political independence, Indeed 

in any oí the islands mentioned, the use in daily life of languages which 

are not those of the colonizers appears to indicate the stiibborn prer-

gervation of their particular vay of life, Mention has already heen made 

that eyen in the diaspora these populations reproduce their lifer-style and 

we do not helieye that there exists any evidence of their national identity 

being in any ;more danger than that of the independent countries, It may 

be proposed that the populations referred tg vould consider political 

independence only if it were câ pable of ensuring an eyen higher standard 

of living than the one they haye, 

In the colonies which became independent, the coxintries of the 

Cajribbean Community Cand guri'n̂ e),, a phenomenon similar to the previous case 

occurred with respect to the features of income distribution and liberal de.-

mocracy. But those countries Cwith the exception of Surinamel belonged to the 

British Community Their number added one element more to the negotiating 
geo 

power they possessed because of their/political situation.' The protection 

of the standards of living achieved so far appears to haye lain in the 

collectiye manipulation of this increased bargaining power. There lay the 

strength ^ndtheups and downs, of Caricom Cand of CDCC). 

In additionJ especially after the Second World War, the collusion of 

interes-ts between England and the United gte-tes did not seein to justify 

a British acceptance of too ímanŷ  sacrif j,ce& in order to ensure a comfortable 

negotiating position in relation to the hegemonic country. In contrast 

to the other European colonial powers, the British Empire was thus in a positioi 

to ayoid the need to finance the colo .ies which had becQî e useless for its 
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own ob ectiyes, These cglonies, in tiorn, ha,ving ways of obtaining 

collectively funds from soxirces better endowed than England, logically began 

to eyolye towards "independence". 

Among the countries of the Caribbean Community, Guyana and Belize inhe] 

ited certain problems crtated by England in its imperialist expansion. 

The interesting and. naturally irritating element for the Latin Merican 

countries affected is th.e •sîy in which especially Belize defends itself. 

é belieye that it exemplifies to perfection the logic of the path to national 

liberation chosen by the Caribbean, According to the Belizeans, it is as if 

they were not the ones haying conflict- with. Guatem^l^t This would be a 

matter concerning England and which it is up to England to i^golye vithout 

affecting the rights of the population which it transplanted into the 

territory. In other vords, its is up to Qi'eat Britain to ;9ak.e the political 

independence of Belize yiable, At a practical leyel, Belizeans know yery 

well that some 2 000 Eng li,sh, soldiers, are worth mo.je than the entire Belizean 

population in a fratricidal war with Guiate399,la,, It is unfortunate but true that' 

the murder of some American, nuns in El Salyador had quite different . 

weight in "inter, ational opinion" th^n the still unfinished killing 

of the poj)ul?,tion of that country. Be that as it may, -until now the defen e 

of Belize has not involyed the .militarization of the country and the main enanc 

of order does not appeajT to be departing f?ro.J9 the standards of liberal demo^ 

cracy, Guyana- did not follow the f^e direction in search for a soliatioii to • 

its conflict with yenezuela, but it might be wondered whether the aî ny of 

that country has- any î ,portance foir the defence of the national teyjr-itory. 

One ip,ght think that f̂ -Q̂  thi.s poi:nt of Xie^j it -viQuld be less cogtly to 

use the English men for the job. 
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• V ' 

The various''types of countries mentioned, including yuriname, are 
facing the problem already referred to of migration outside of the Basin, 
and for which we lack a single set of explanation. In the case of the 
neo-colonies, migration is accompanied by a deteriorationin standards of 
living; it is concomittant with an improvement in-the standards of living 
in the colonial comtries whether they have become independent of not; 
and finally in socialist Cuba it occurred to an extent similar to that 
of the remaining countries. It could be argued that this is due to 
specific causes for each group of comtries; "but one must also confront 
the need to account for the also generalized resistance to being absorbed 
by the receiving society. Miat is more, it appears to us that any 
research vhich is undertaken on the nationality of persons bom in the 
Caribbean who adopted United States, Dutch, Canadian, French or English 
citizenships, would reveal that they continue, with no concern whatsoever, 
to identify with their native land, when not with the native land of 
their parents. 

For whatever reason, this phenomenon gives a new dimension to the 

Caribbean situation, one which approximates it more to the Jewish case. 

The Caribbean States have allies in the metropolitan countries, who even 
possess metropolitan citizenship. They do not control the mass media 
nor the financial system; but all aspects of current daily life in the 
large cities of the North Atlantic depend upon them: from the underground 
to public hygiene. Their dialogue is not with the transnationals but 
with the common people of the metropolitan countries, those who received 

the least benefit from the imperialist ventures; i.e. the United States 
Negro, the Chicano, besides the other proletarized minorities of 
Mexicans, Colombians, Pakistanis, Indians, Spaniards, etc. 
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To the extent tha,t the people tProw the Carrithê n do not "become 

integrated into the metropolitan coiintries, they constitute the most 

advanced of the social forces of the region, They- possessj along with the 

. enjigrated ííexicans, Colomhians and Peruvians, one of the keys to welfare and 

peace for all of .America, .'They are: once • jjore in a.̂  strategic place, btit 

one which appears designed to integrate a Thxrd Worldr^oriented geopolitics, 

7, Our Mérjca'in the t^nt^first century 

Xn conclusion, it appears to us that, despite their lack of large 

territories, numerous- poprulations, and .outstanding natural resources, the 

Caribhean countries "because of their position, in world geopolitics, hare certai 

possi"bilities of obtaining and protecting relatively satisfactory standards: 

of living. In their case, what is commonly understood as development of the 

productive forces have no meaning. The Strategy for the Third Development 

Decade,. developed at a meeting held "by ECLA in :BAr"badoS; correctly notes that 

development in; this region is defined as th,e maximization of the negotiating 

capacity of the whole and its indi;vidual parts. 

To understand and acknowledge the logic of this position, it is 

necessary to q̂ uestion several ideas that are solidly rooted in intellectual 

circles or at least to manee the9. The recent history of the Caribbean appears 

to suggest three ideas; 

al The task initiated by the theqry of dependence sbpuld be continued 

and the limitations of national states- in their ouanagement of a planetary 

econqmy recognized. It is difficult to conceive the independence of the 

Caribbean without support from the dominated classes in the metropolitan 

countries, 

b) Political indepdndence by itself is not a value for all social 

classeŝ v It should be-recalled .that a society does not need dominant classes 

and that the .State apparatus serves the latter on many occasions as docile 
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midwií'e and experienced nurse., . In other words, not all "political 

independences" are beneficial since thejr can create conditions for the esta-

blishment Cor. re-establishment), of creóle oligarchies that are more difficult 

to combat ideologically a,nd politically .than colonialist ones, .Poli-tical . 

independence is only a means Ca path.)to ensure successiye improvements in 

the quality of life, Both cQlonial societies and others must gi-ve primary 

encouragement to the emergence of. the ji9aJor?.ty groups î nd their participation 

in the solution of their w n problems, 

cl The large cities of the industrialized countries are the real 

place in wh±h. regional integration takes place and should be giyen priority as 

a subject for Caribbean studies,, it , is to them that the migrants bring their 

knowledge and work. The gtate which receives them must attend to their 

demands and will attend to them vithi.n the normal frai^ewrk Qf class 

struggles. Those migrants also show an •unquestionable national Ipyalty and 

perform an impor+^"t role in mainiaining, the standards of living of the 

region. The Caribbean .States should offer the services necegs^ry to ensure 

that contribution and will end up doing sp "because they need to 

safegüard their negotiating power vis a vis developed countries. 

It can be stated categorically that no Caribbean State ventures 

to offer services to its nationals abroad.. The thruth is that, as 

fas as we know, the need for that, task is not eyen perceived, Rii^ paper does 

JHiTtrygy not approach that issue J-.at most we wish to establish the fact that it i 

urgent tp undertake specific and fairly wideT-oranging actions oriented in that 

direction, ' ' " ' 

Hbweyer, we would like to point out th^t although Migrants are 

capable of accepting sacrifices, wiiich have the effect of allessiating not only 
> 

the living conditions of their clo&e relatives, but of reducing the 
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economic difficulties of thenational society in general, it 
would be fair for the latter to make a corresponding 
contribution, if only on the basis of a simple cost-benefit 
calculation. The migrants need certain services which the 
receiving society c nnot, and at times willnot offer; 
mention may "be made of legal assistance in cases of 
conflict with the immigration authorities, information on 
workers' rights and available social services, organization of 
leisure time and provision of cultural events by the mother 
country, information on national achievements and crises, 
teaching of mother tongues and provision or grading materials 
in them, facilities for tourism and temporary return to the 
native country, information oncustoms and habits of the 
metropolitans and of other ethnic minorities residing in the 
receiving coxmtries. 

The fact of interest is that those persons, by 
integrating themselves into the market economy, are in a 
position to pay for services which besides helping them to 
establish themselves with less conflicts, will provide 
at the same time more reasons notonly to make remittances 
to their native country, but to becomeinterested in the 
global negotiations between their coiontry and the former 
colonial powers. 

The immediate objection raised by these ideas is that 
the governments of the region, because of the very fragility 
of the system of negotiation v;ith the metropolitan countries, 
v/ill not carry out any of these measures. This argument 
makes no distinction between political v/ill and political 
structure. If the governments do not do so, the States will, 
proof of this trend is the fact that leaders of opposition 
parties travel to the metropolitan countries to solicit support 
and funds from th -migrants. In other v;ords, the very logic 
of Caribbean development implies an acceleration of contacts 
with the diaspora and a social praxis able to bring benefits 
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to nationals on both sides of the ocean. V/e therefore 
suggest that there would be no harm in planning 
processo 

If common denominators could link all Caribbeans 
inside and outside of the area, and if the migrants were 
inserted more appropriately into the class structure of 
the receiving societies, it would follow that the terms 
of the North-South relations v/ould ipso facto be altered, 
A better insertion into the metropolitan class structure 
implies a new type of relatiohship with Latin America, 
and it would appear that the Mexican and Colombian migrants, 
within the scope of these thoughts, become necessary 
intermediaries betv/een the tvro regions which form the 
sub-continent. 


